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Our activities are part of an international project 
“Bridge 47”, during which we try to involve the whole 
society to “build” a bridge to sustainable develop-
ment through education.

On a European level, this project creates a global net-
work, it expands partnerships, it hosts events for pro-
tecting interests of reaching sustainable development 
goals. We also develop the capacity and popularise 
innovative approach to European civil society organi-
zations. 

In Latvia we have organized many different activities – 
seminars, photo exhibitions, street promotions, which 
have attracted both young and elderly people from 
Riga and the surrounding regions. In these activities 
we have explained the link between the global world 
and each of us. We especially tried to organize events 
in environments with different types of people. That is 
how a wall painting was made, containing goals for 
sustainable development and we have also showed a 
video using a big screen on the street.

We also support and take part in traditional annual 
events. This year we organized a Global education 
week discussion in the University of Latvia, where 
representatives from different institutions and organi-
zations took part.

Materials and articles that we have written are used 
by teachers during lessons and other interested par-
ties. We invite everyone to register in our Global civil 



education national cooperation e-platform, where 
we regularly post news and about possibilities.

In our project we also supported founding of the 
National coalition of interbranch sustainability de-
velopment goals. Representatives from differ-
ent branches work in this coalition to coordinate 
actions and cooperation to reach and oversee  
global goals.

Global education and reaching 
sustainable development goals 
promotes justice in the world 
and eradicates poverty.

A painting of sustainable development goals on a wall in Jēkabpils. 
During the opening event, members of the city council and a 
representative of the global network “Bridge47” in Latvia.

The founding group of the National coalition of interbranch sustainability development goals.

More information:
https://www.bridge47.org
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